In order to improve on-time reliability, this route now operates under the Posted Stops Only policy. You will be able to get on (board) and off (alight) buses on this route only at Pace posted stop signs.

In effect due to construction projects in Joliet City Center.

Reflects routing, transfer point location and schedule changes effective March 2, 2020.

On printed schedules, this symbol indicates that a route serves Posted Stops Only.

During detour operations, the temporary route segment will—unless otherwise noted—operate under the “flag stop” policy, meaning passengers can board or alight the bus at any intersection along the route where the driver deems it safe to do so.

Posted Stops Locations 834

Boarding & Alighting Locations

Effective MARCH 2, 2020

Long-Term Detour

Reflected on the bus route map. Specific information can be found on Pace's website. RTA Travel Information Center (847) 836-7000
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